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DUAL-MODE TERMINAL ANTENNA AND SIGNAL PROCESSING METHOD

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of antenna design for a mobile terminal, in particular, to a dual-mode terminal antenna supporting Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) and a signal processing method.

BACKGROUND

As wireless technology develops increasingly and laptop computer popularizes progressively, it becomes more and more popular to access the Internet by using a laptop computer. The WiMAX is a new Third Generation (3G) mobile communication standard, and as there are some problems with network coverage of current WiMAX, in order to meet user's requirement of accessing the Internet anytime and anywhere, it is quite necessary to use the dual-mode terminal adopting the WiMAX and another mode, for example, the dual-mode terminal with the WiMAX and an Evolution Data Only (EVDO) modes. The full name of the EVDO is CDMA2000 1xEV-D0, which is a stage of CDMA2000 1x evolution.

In the dual-mode terminal with the WiMAX and another mode, a diversity function is added in order to improve signal quality, that is, the antenna includes a main antenna and an auxiliary antenna of the WiMAX, and a main antenna and an auxiliary antenna of another mode. The main antenna of the WiMAX and that of another mode are generally called main antennas, and the auxiliary antenna of the WiMAX and that of another mode are generally called auxiliary antennas. The main antennas are responsible for signal emission and signal reception, and the auxiliary antennas serve as reception diversity. In the present situation that space of the antenna reserved in a terminal product becomes smaller and smaller, how to dispose the antenna reasonably, to make the antenna meet layout requirement of the Printed Circuit Board (PCB), structure requirement and antenna performance index requirement, has become an urgent issue.

FIG.1 shows an antenna structure of an existing dual-mode terminal. The antenna structure has two antenna brackets, wherein the antenna bracket 1 is used for fixing the main antennas including the main antenna of the WiMAX and that of another mode; and the antenna bracket 2 is used for fixing the auxiliary antennas including the auxiliary antenna of the WiMAX and that of another mode. The main antenna of the WiMAX operates at an emission frequency band and a reception frequency band of the WiMAX, and the main antenna of another mode operates at the emission frequency band and the reception frequency band corresponding to the other mode, for example, the main antenna of the EVDO operates at the emission frequency band and reception frequency band of the EVDO. The auxiliary antenna of the WiMAX operates at a reception diversity frequency band of the WiMAX, and the auxiliary antenna of another mode operates at the reception diversity frequency band corresponding to the other mode for example, the auxiliary antenna of the EVDO operates at the reception diversity frequency band of the EVDO.

With the development of the terminal product, requirement for an area of the PCB occupied by the antenna becomes more and more strict, that is, it is required that the area of the PCB occupied by the antenna should be as small as possible, but an existing antenna structure cannot meet such requirement well. Besides, an existing antenna in a reception mode has serious signal interference and loss problems.

SUMMARY

In view of the above, the main purpose of the disclosure is to provide a dual-mode terminal antenna supporting the WiMAX and a signal processing method, to simplify the layout of the PCB and to solve the signal interference and loss problems existed in an existing antenna in a reception mode.

In order to achieve the purpose, the technical solution of the disclosure is realized as follows.

The disclosure provides a dual-mode terminal antenna, which includes a main antenna consisting of a main antenna of a first mode and a main antenna of a second mode, and an auxiliary antenna consisting of an auxiliary antenna of the first mode and an auxiliary antenna of the second mode, wherein the dual-mode terminal antenna may further include an antenna bracket, wherein the main antenna and the auxiliary antenna are fixed on a same said antenna bracket, and the main antenna of the first mode, the auxiliary antenna of the first mode, the main antenna of the second mode, the auxiliary antenna of the second mode are each configured with a spring leaf; wherein when the antenna bracket is clamped on a main board, four spring leaves of the main antenna and the auxiliary antenna contact with four antenna feeding points on the main board respectively; and wherein an LC resonant circuit is disposed ahead of each said antenna feeding points, and four said LC resonant circuits resonate at a working frequency band of the antenna corresponding to the antenna feeding point with which each said LC resonant circuits connects, respectively.

The antenna bracket may be a right-angle bracket.

The antenna bracket may have a main antenna area and an auxiliary antenna area, which are used for fixing the main antenna and the auxiliary antenna respectively.

The main antenna of the first mode may operate at an emission frequency band and a reception frequency band of the first mode, the auxiliary antenna of the first mode may operate at a reception diversity frequency band of the first mode, the main antenna of the second mode may operate at the emission frequency band and the reception frequency band of the second mode, and the auxiliary antenna of the second mode may operate at the reception diversity frequency band of the second mode.

The first mode may be the Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) and the second mode may be the Evolution Data Only (EVDO).

The disclosure also provides a signal processing method, which may include:

- an LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of each antenna feeding points of a dual-mode terminal antenna resonates at a working frequency band of the antenna corresponding to the antenna feeding point with which each said LC resonant circuits connects, respectively;
- when the dual-mode terminal antenna receives a signal of a first mode, the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the antenna feeding point of a second mode, creates high impedance to the signal of the first mode; and
- when the dual-mode terminal antenna receives a signal of a second mode, the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the antenna feeding point of the first mode creates high impedance to the signal of the second mode.

The method may further include: the dual-mode terminal antenna receives the signal of the first mode via the main and
auxiliary antennas of the first mode, and receives the signal of the second mode via the main and the auxiliary antennas of the second mode.

The method may further include: the main antenna of the first mode operates at an emission frequency band and a reception frequency band of the first mode, the auxiliary antenna of the first mode operates at a reception diversity frequency band of the first mode, the main antenna of the second mode operates at the emission frequency band and the reception frequency band of the second mode, and the auxiliary antenna of the second mode operates at the reception diversity frequency band of the second mode.

The first mode may be a WIMAX and the second mode may be an EVDO.

The dual-mode terminal antenna supporting the WIMAX provided by the disclosure, which is configured with the main antenna and the auxiliary antenna on a same antenna bracket and ensures that the main antennas operate at the emission frequency bands and the reception frequency bands of the WIMAX and the other mode and the auxiliary antennas operate at reception diversity frequency bands of the WIMAX and the other mode, simplifies a PCB layout, sufficiently utilizes the PCB space, reduces the cost and facilitates the installation. The signal processing method provided by the disclosure solves signal interference and loss problems existed in an antenna of the prior art in a reception mode, through high impedance of the LC resonant circuit to the signal at different frequency bands.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 shows an antenna structure diagram of an existing dual-mode terminal;
FIG. 2 shows a side view of a dual-mode data card with the WIMAX and EVDO modes in the disclosure;
FIG. 3 shows a top view of a dual-mode data card with the WIMAX and EVDO modes in the disclosure;
FIG. 4 shows the top view of an antenna bracket in the disclosure; and
FIG. 5 shows a circuit structure diagram of a dual-mode terminal antenna in the disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

The technical solution of the disclosure will further be described in details below with reference to drawings and specific embodiments.

In order to simplify the layout of the PCB and solve the signal interference and loss problems existed in an antenna in a reception mode, a main antenna and an auxiliary antenna of a dual-mode terminal share a same antenna bracket and an LC resonant circuit is disposed ahead of each antenna feeding points, so as to achieve the purpose of the disclosure.

A dual-mode terminal antenna based on the above improvement includes: the main antenna and the auxiliary antenna; the main antenna includes the main antenna of a first mode and the main antenna of a second mode; the auxiliary antenna includes the auxiliary antenna of the first mode and the auxiliary antenna of the second mode; the dual-mode terminal antenna further includes the antenna bracket, wherein the main antennas and the auxiliary antennas are fixed on a same antenna bracket and the main antennas of the first mode, the auxiliary antennas of the first mode, the main antennas of the second mode, the auxiliary antennas of the second mode are each configured with a spring leaf; wherein when the antenna bracket is clamped on a main board, four spring leaves of the main antennas and the auxiliary antennas contact with four antenna feeding points on the main board respectively.

The dual-mode terminal according to the disclosure is referred to a dual-mode terminal supporting the WIMAX, namely, the dual-mode terminal of the WIMAX and another mode, an example for another mode is the EVDO. The dual-mode terminal with the WIMAX and EVDO modes will be taken as example for description below, wherein the WIMAX represents the above-mentioned first mode and the EVDO represents the above-mentioned second mode. FIG. 2 shows a side view of a dual-mode data card with the WIMAX and EVDO modes; the data card has two layers of main boards, one layer is the WIMAX main board, the other layer is the VDO main board; the main antenna includes the main antenna of the WIMAX and the main antenna of the EVDO, and the auxiliary antenna includes the auxiliary antenna of the WIMAX and the auxiliary antenna of the EVDO; such four antennas are fixed on the same antenna bracket 13, and the four antennas is each configured with a spring leaf; when the antenna bracket is clamped on the main board, the four spring leaves respectively contact with four antenna feeding points on the main board, wherein, the spring leaves of the main antennas and the auxiliary antennas of the WIMAX respectively contact with two antenna feeding points on the WIMAX main board 11, and the spring leaves of the main antennas and the auxiliary antennas of the EVDO respectively contact with two antenna feeding points on the EVDO main board 12.

Preferably, the antenna bracket 13 can be designed to be a right-angle support structure as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4; the shadow part in the FIG. 3 represents antenna bracket 13, and it can thus be seen that a corner of the WIMAX main board 11 and the EVDO main board 12 in FIG. 1 is directly clamped inside the right angle of the antenna bracket 13 shown in FIG. 3. The antenna bracket 13 can be divided into a main antenna area 14 and an auxiliary antenna area 15 as shown in FIG. 4; the main antenna area 14 is used for fixing the main antenna of the WIMAX and the main antenna of the EVDO, the auxiliary antenna area 15 is used for fixing the auxiliary antenna of the WIMAX and the auxiliary antenna of the EVDO. Corresponding, the antenna feeding points on the WIMAX main board 11 and the EVDO main board 12 need to respectively correspond to the main antenna area 14 and the auxiliary antenna area 15 shown in FIG. 4.

Further, in the disclosure, an LC resonant circuit is disposed ahead of each antenna feeding point on the main board, and four said LC resonant circuits respectively resonate at a working frequency band of the antenna corresponding to the antenna feeding point with which each said LC resonant circuit connects, respectively; specifically, the main antenna of the first mode operates at an emission frequency band and a reception frequency band of the first mode, that is, the main antenna of the WIMAX covers the emission frequency band and the reception frequency band of the WIMAX; the auxiliary antenna of the first mode operates at the reception diversity frequency band of the first mode, that is, the auxiliary antenna of the WIMAX covers the reception diversity frequency band of the WIMAX; the main antenna of the second mode operates at the emission frequency band and the reception frequency band of the second mode, that is, the main antenna of the EVDO covers the emission frequency band and the reception frequency band of the EVDO; and the auxiliary antenna of the second mode operates at the reception diversity frequency band of the second mode, that is, the auxiliary antenna of the EVDO covers the reception diversity frequency band of the EVDO. The expression “ahead of an
antenna feeding point” means a section of passage from a power output to the antenna feeding point. Correspondingly, the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the antenna feeding point, to which the main antenna of the WIMAX connects, resonates at the emission frequency band and reception frequency band of the WIMAX; the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the antenna feeding point, to which the auxiliary antenna of the WIMAX connects, resonates at the reception diversity frequency band of the WIMAX; the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the antenna feeding point, to which the main antenna of the EVDO connects, resonates at the emission frequency band and the reception frequency band of the EVDO; the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the antenna feeding point, to which the auxiliary antenna of the EVDO connects, resonates at the reception diversity frequency band of the EVDO.

The four LC resonant circuits play a role of filtering to solve the signal interference and loss problems existed in an antenna in a reception mode. The signal interference and loss problems existed in an antenna in a reception mode refer to:

when the antenna receives a WIMAX signal, a subsequent circuit of the EVDO is equivalent to a 50 ohm matched load of the antenna, so a great part of the WIMAX signal may lose in the subsequent circuit of the EVDO and thus be wasted. Similarly, when the antenna receives an EVDO signal, the subsequent circuit of the WIMAX is also equivalent to the 50 ohm matched load of the antenna, so a great part of the EVDO signal may also lose. These may influence the implementing of the performance of the antenna.

The operating principle of the LC resonant circuit will be described below in conjunction with the circuit structure diagram of the dual-mode terminal antenna shown in FIG. 5. As shown in FIG. 5, an LC resonant circuit, which resonates at the frequency band of the WIMAX, is disposed ahead of a WIMAX antenna feeding point; while an LC resonant circuit, which resonates at the frequency band of the EVDO, is disposed ahead of a EVDO antenna feeding point. When the dual-mode terminal receives the WIMAX signal via the main antenna or the auxiliary antenna of the WIMAX, the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the EVDO antenna feeding point creates high impedance to the WIMAX signal, so that an EVDO subsequent circuit is unable to receive the WIMAX signal; when the dual-mode terminal receives the EVDO signal via the main antenna or the auxiliary antenna of the EVDO, the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the WIMAX antenna feeding point creates high impedance to the EVDO signals, so that a WIMAX subsequent circuits is unable to receive the EVDO signal. Thus, interference and loss of the WIMAX signal and the EVDO signal are avoided.

Further, the antenna structure of the dual-mode terminal and the corresponding signal processing method according to the disclosure are not limited to the dual-mode terminal with the WIMAX and another mode, which are applicable to the dual-mode terminal of any modes, for example, the dual-mode terminal with LTE and another mode.

The above are only preferred embodiments of the disclosure and are not intended to limit the protection scope of the disclosure.

The invention claimed is:
1. A dual-mode terminal antenna, comprising a main antenna consisting of a main antenna of a first mode and a main antenna of a second mode, and an auxiliary antenna consisting of an auxiliary antenna of the first mode and an auxiliary antenna of the second mode, the dual-mode terminal antenna further comprising an antenna bracket;

wherein, the main antenna and the auxiliary antenna are fixed on a same said antenna bracket, and the main antenna of the first mode, the auxiliary antenna of the first mode, the main antenna of the second mode and the auxiliary antenna of the second mode are each configured with a spring leaf;

wherein, when the antenna bracket is clamped on a main board, four spring leaves of the main and auxiliary antennas contact with four antenna feeding points on the main board respectively; and

wherein, an LC resonant circuit is disposed ahead of each said antenna feeding point, and four LC resonant circuits respectively resonate at a working frequency band of the antenna corresponding to the antenna feeding point with which each said LC resonant circuit connects.

wherein, when the dual-mode terminal receives a signal of the first mode via the main antenna or the auxiliary antenna of the first mode, the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the antenna feeding point of the second mode creates high impedance to the signal of the first mode, so that a subsequent circuit of the second mode is unable to receive the signal of the first mode, wherein, when the dual-mode terminal receives a signal of the second mode via the main antenna or the auxiliary antenna of the second mode, the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the antenna feeding point of the first mode creates high impedance to the signal of the second mode, so that a subsequent circuit of the first mode is unable to receive the signal of the second mode, thus avoiding interference and loss of the signal of the first mode and the signal of the second mode.

2. The dual-mode terminal antenna according to claim 1, wherein the antenna bracket is a right-angle bracket.
3. The dual-mode terminal antenna according to claim 1, wherein the antenna bracket has a main antenna area and an auxiliary antenna area, which are used for fixing the main antenna and the auxiliary antenna respectively.
4. The dual-mode terminal antenna according to claim 1, wherein the main antenna of the first mode operates at an emission frequency band and a reception frequency band of the first mode, the auxiliary antenna of the first mode operates at a reception diversity frequency band of the first mode, the main antenna of the second mode operates at the emission frequency band and the reception frequency band of the second mode, and the auxiliary antenna of the second mode operates at the reception diversity frequency band of the second mode.
5. The dual-mode terminal antenna according to claim 1, wherein the first mode is a Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WIMAX) and the second mode is an Evolution Data Only (EVDO).
6. The dual-mode terminal antenna according to claim 2, wherein the main antenna of the first mode operates at an emission frequency band and a reception frequency band of the first mode, the auxiliary antenna of the first mode operates at a reception diversity frequency band of the first mode, the main antenna of the second mode operates at the emission frequency band and the reception frequency band of the second mode, and the auxiliary antenna of the second mode operates at the reception diversity frequency band of the second mode.
7. The dual-mode terminal antenna according to claim 3, wherein the main antenna of the first mode operates at an emission frequency band and a reception frequency band of the first mode, the auxiliary antenna of the first mode operates at a reception diversity frequency band of the first mode, the main antenna of the second mode operates at the emission frequency band and the reception frequency band of the sec-
second mode, and the auxiliary antenna of the second mode operates at the reception diversity frequency band of the second mode.

8. The dual-mode terminal antenna according to claim 2, wherein the first mode is a Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), and the second mode is an Evolution Data Only (EVDO).

9. The dual-mode terminal antenna according to claim 3, wherein the first mode is a Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), and the second mode is an Evolution Data Only (EVDO).

10. A signal processing method, comprising: resonating, by a LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of each antenna feeding point of a dual-mode terminal antenna, at a working frequency band of the antenna corresponding to the antenna feeding point with which each said LC resonant circuit connects, respectively; when the dual-mode terminal antenna receives a signal of a first mode, creating high impedance, by the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the antenna feeding point of a second mode, the signal of the first mode, so that a subsequent circuit of the second mode is unable to receive the signal of the first mode; and when the dual-mode terminal antenna receives a signal of the second mode, creating high impedance, by the LC resonant circuit disposed ahead of the antenna feeding point of the first mode, to the signal of the second mode, so that a subsequent circuit of the first mode is unable to receive the signal of the second mode, thereby avoiding interference and loss of the signal of the first mode and the signal of the second mode, wherein the dual-mode terminal antenna comprises: a main antenna consisting of a main antenna of a first mode and a main antenna of a second mode; an auxiliary antenna consisting of an auxiliary antenna of the first mode and an auxiliary antenna of the second mode; and an antenna bracket for fixing the main antenna and the auxiliary antenna;

8. wherein the main antenna of the first mode, the auxiliary antenna of the first mode, the main antenna of the second mode and the auxiliary antenna of the second mode are each configured with a spring leaf; when the antenna bracket is clamped on a main board, four spring leaves of the main and auxiliary antennas contact with four antenna feeding points on the main board respectively.

11. The signal processing method according to claim 10, further comprising: receiving, by the dual-mode terminal antenna, the signal of the first mode via the main and auxiliary antennas of the first mode, and receiving the signal of the second mode via the main and auxiliary antennas of the second mode.

12. The signal processing method according to claim 11, wherein the main antenna of the first mode operates at an emission frequency band and a reception frequency band of the first mode, the auxiliary antenna of the first mode operates at a reception diversity frequency band of the first mode, the main antenna of the second mode operates at the emission frequency band and the reception frequency band of the second mode, and the auxiliary antenna of the second mode operates at the reception diversity frequency band of the second mode.

13. The signal processing method according to claim 10, wherein the first mode is a Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), and the second mode is an Evolution Data Only (EVDO).

14. The signal processing method according to claim 11, wherein the first mode is a Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), and the second mode is an Evolution Data Only (EVDO).

15. The signal processing method according to claim 12, wherein the first mode is a Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), and the second mode is an Evolution Data Only (EVDO).